Limiting the playing field: does restricting the number of possible diagnoses reduce errors due to diagnosis-specific feature identification?
Diagnostic hypotheses influence the identification of clinical features by medical trainees. This influence is strong enough to lead students to interpret features incorrectly if the initial diagnostic suggestion is incorrect. In the present study, we investigated whether reducing the pool of possible diagnoses at the time of test to a few highly plausible alternatives would focus the search for and interpretation of clinical features on a few alternative diagnoses and, as a result, reduce the influence of an initial diagnostic hypothesis on feature identification. Naive students were taught 10 electrocardiographic (ECG) diagnoses. At test, they were asked to report all features visible on new ECGs. The test ECGs were presented with the suggestion of a tentative diagnosis (either the correct diagnosis or a plausible alternative) under 2 conditions: students were either instructed that the ECG represented one of 3 possible diagnoses (which were explicitly mentioned), or they were instructed that the ECG might represent any of the 10 diagnoses learned. Students' identification of the ECG features was strongly influenced by the diagnostic suggestion. Reducing the number of alternatives available at the time of test did not reduce the impact of a diagnostic suggestion on feature interpretation. Increasing the salience of alternative hypotheses does not reduce the impact of a diagnostic suggestion on the interpretation of clinical features.